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In the 1970's, the governments of many developing countries, including Malaysia,
have voiced their concern and anxiety over the influence of the media on the
supposed cultural identity of their countries. There was a widely held Perception that
transnational media have a negative influence on the cultural identity of these
developing cowltries.

These concerns resulted in a study carried out by a UNESCO commission, headed by
Sean MacBride, to look into the problem of imbalance flow of information from the
core (developed nations) to the periphery (developing nations), and also to provide
possible solutions to redress the inequities in the distribution and control of global
communication resources. With increasing trends in globalisation and rapid
development of communication technology, foreign programmes are even more
freely available both on terrestrial and satellite television. Malaysia has since
responded by stipulating different policies on television programming.

While we are still grappling with the imbalance in the flow of information, an added
aspect of this imbalance is one that is not confined just to imported programmes but
format adapted- programmes that have proliferated on Malaysian television schedule.
Programmes from the USA and Britain such as popular quiz shows like Who Wants to
be a Millionaire, Wheels ofFortune, Survivor, American Idol have been copied and
adapted- albeit with local casts in Malaysian television programmes.

It is in this context that this paper will explore firstly the current traffic of format
adapted programmes on Malaysian television; secondly what constraints including
state (guidelines and- policies promulgated- by the government), and economics of
program production (audience ratings and targets the financial managers expect)
have on format adapted programmes in particular and on Malaysian television
broadcasting in general; and- thirdly, its impact on consumers and their perception to
format adapted programmes. This pilot quantitative study of the flow of format
adapted programme would allow us to monitor in the future any such flow and assess
its impact on the broadcasting industry here.

1 The writer wishes to acknowledge the Short Term Research Grant from USM that made
this re.s.eqrGh on COPYGal TV pos.s.ible.. Also qdmQwledge.me.nt goe.s. to c,o-re.s.e.qrche.rs
Azman Azwan Azmawati, Mahyuddin Ahmad and Zaharom Nain and research assistants
Deng Siao Man, Lee Ea; Luan, Teng Ee Way and Wong Yen Mei for their contribution.
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Malaysian television and its development
Malaysia is getting a liberal dose of foreign programmes due to the increasing trend
in globalisation in communication as well as Malaysia's own policy to deregulate and
open up the skies to satellite television that increased the number of channels of
television. Globalisation process is lauded by developed nations, specifically the
USA, for promising heterogeneity in terms of cultural products and- diversity in
voices, images and opinions through the free market. The develOPed nations insisted
on a free flow of information. However critiques of the free market and free flow of
information are sceptical as to whether public interest, heterogeneity, diversity was
uppermost in the minds of liberal advocates of globalisation. Schiller (2001:325) has
pointed out that cultural products from the developed nations needed free access into
markets and the insistence on a free flow of information is more to ensure that the
developed world have easy access to sell their media products to a rapidly expanding
television market in the developing world that has an estimated three billion viewers.
It is little wonder that developed- nations such as America and Britain withdrew in
1984 from UNESCO who supported the developing nations' call for a New World
Information Communication Order (NWICO).

While the developing nations called for a balanced flow of information outside its
boundaries to prevent further erosion of national sovereignty and cultural identities,
through regulations; within nation state, ruling elites have asserted their control in
almost every aspect of modern life including the media. This is true of broadcasting
in Malaysia that has been controlled through ownership and government legislation
(see Zaharom 1991,2002- & Wang Lay Kim 2001). Again this control cannot by any
stretch of imagination be construed as protection of cultural identities and public
interest either as control such as those through ownership of the media also limits
diversity ofvoices and- choices for the people.

Malaysia's first two television stations were introduced in the 1960s with TVl and
TV 2, both of whom are state owned stations. After more than twenty years later, the
first commercial television, TV3, was introduced in 1984. TV3 was initially owned
by Fleet Group, the investment arm of UMNOi

• The shareholding structure was
changed in tandem with changes in political leadership, where Malaysian Resources
Corporation BOO (MRCB), a listed" company controlled- by businessmen with close
links with the government (see Gomez 1994:136) took over the station. Ownership
of TV3 was altered again when MRCB was restructured to get it out of its fmancial
malaise after the 1997- economic crisis which affected the Asian region (The Star, II
January 2003). Media Prima took over 100% equity interest in TV3. Coincidentally
or strategically, this restructuring took place just before Abdullah Badawi took over
as premier of the country. The Prime Minister's former press secretary,
Kamarulzaman was appointed the Executive Director (see Zaharom and Wang 2004).
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Then in November 2003, Media Prima acquired 80% stake in Metropolitan TV Sdn
Bhd which was closed down during the 1997 economic crisis and with the acquisition
Metro TV was re-launched as STV. In essence, Media Prima now owns 100 percent
of TV3, 80 percent interest in Metropolitan TV and a 43 percent stake in New Straits
Times Press (NSTP), making it Malaysia's largest listed media company. This is
construed as a domination of broadcasting industry.

Ntv7, was launched in April 1997, with Mohd Effendi Norwawi as the chairman.
Effendi had served as managing director in the Sarawak State Economic
Development Corporation (SSEDC) and is a loyalist to the ruling coalition (Sally
Cheong: 1993: 57). He was also the Minister ofAgriculture from 1999 up till 2004.

Another private television station is Channel 9 which commenced telecast on
September 2003 is owned by Tan Sri Rashid Manaf through Anaza Sdn Bhd (51%)
and Datuk Muhammad Mustafa (49%), Datuk Muhammad Mustafa was the former
chairman of Medanmas Sdn Bhd, that had a 10% share in Metropolitan Television
(Utusan Malaysia, 13 June 2004).

Satellite television, ASTRO' (All Asia Television and Radio Company) introduced in
1996, was made possible by the launch of MEASAT (Malaysian East Satellite
System). MEASAT is owned by Binariang who in turn is owned by Ananda
Krishnan. Salazar (2004:206) pointed out that Ananda, like other beneficiaries of
state patronage had built bridges with powerful politicians (like the former Prime
Minister Mahathir Mohamad) who were in the position to hand out licences and
contracts. Although the idea of open skies was earlier rejected by the Ministry of
Information, the push for the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) as well as
deregulation have opened up the skies albeit with a 60 centimetre satellite dish.
Control of the media through owners connected' to powerful mling elites further
ensures the ruling elites get the support of the media. ASTRO, a subscription based
service provides over 30 channels featuring Western, Asian and local programmes.

Policies and guidelines
In the cultural sphere, the government often determines and charts policies for both
state owned' television stations as well as private stations. It is stipulated' that local
programmes should reflect multi racial composition of the population, observe the
constitutional provision that Islam is the official religion and be consistent with
government policy; and, should not portray any race in a bad- light and offend any
religious groups.

However, in an interview with a TVl personnel who wants to remain anonymous, it
was pointed out that some of these stipulations are very arbitrary and given at the
discretion of the Minister of Information. She illustrated for example that a former
Information .Minister, insisted' that news reader don the baju Melayu to project
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cultural identity much to the disapproval of professional producers because it
undermines artistic purpose and integrity of the programme. However, this guideline
was quickly changed when the Deputy Prime Minister's wife at an official function
commented on the inappropriateness ofthe attire ofnews readers on TVl.

Among other guidelines provided by the Ministry of Information is the restriction on
violence, horror, sex and counter culture (VHSC) on television. To execute these
guidelines, all programmes aired on television have to undergo review by a
Censorship Board. This censorship can be carried overboard~. In interview with the
same personnel, it was revealed that at one time the Board decided that Ghostbusters
and Superman had to be taken off the air because they carried elements of 'horror' .
Another children's action programme, The Morphin' Power Rangers, was ordered" off
the screen because the Board understood the word "morphin" to mean drugs and
therefore seen as 'counter culture'.

Another guideline stipulated by the Ministry, supposedly to protect the young and
vulnerable is the mandatory classification of all television programmes and films
before airing it to the public. AU programmes classified as suitable for those over 18
years old could only be aired after 10 pm.

Paternalistic attitude and" conservative policies of the Ministry of Information to
guide local producers to incorporate, reflect and support government views in their
production continues to curb the right of citizens to full membership of social and
cultural fonnation.

On the other hand, private television's all encompassing guideline and policy is to
maximize the number of right audience in order to increase the advertising dollars.
This in tum dictates the kind" of programmes aired". This is consistent with what was
postulated by Golding and Murdock (1991:20) that:

f'The economics of commercial broadcasting revolves around- the
exchange of audiences for advertising revenue. The price that
corporations pay for advertising spots on particular programmes is
determined by the size and social composition ofthe audience it attracts.
And in prime time, the premium prices are commanded by shows that can
attract and hold the greatest number of viewers and provide a symbolic
environment in tune with consumption. The needs inevitably tilt
programming towards familiar and well tested formulae andformats and
away from risk and innovation, and anchor it in common-sense rather
than alternative viewpoints. "
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To maximise on the profit taking many television stations aired cheaper imported
programmes, and developed separate "belts" to attract the right audience for the
advertisers. TV3 for example introduced the 'Chinese Belt' that brought series of
Chinese dramas imported from Hong Kong and Taiwan, every evening to its
audience. This was followed suit by other television stations to increase their
audience share.

Locallyproduced orformat adapted?
Most of these programmes aired, Karthigesu (1994:75-76) points out, are mainly
well tested entertainment programmes that could draw a large audience. Even
government owned TV 1 and TV2, has now given more attention to its programming
in order to be more competitive in drawing advertising revenue. This development
h~s raised concerns about programmes imported from the West and its influence on
the people here. As a result the government has stipulated a quota of 80% local
content for all television stations both government-owned and commercial.

However, a quantitative analysis of television programmes shows that television
stations have yet to reach the government set quota. As reflected in Table 1 the local
content constituted 60%, whereas foreign programmes made up 40% of air time.
Although it seems that the percentage of number of local programmes is higher, in
terms of broadcast hours, more hours are allocated to foreign programmes which is
65872 minutes which constitute 53 % of total broadcast hours. This is because most
foreign programmes such as films, animated cartoons and dramas have longer
broadcast hours.

Table 1
Locally produced content on Malaysian television

March 2002
Channel Total output broadcast Locally produced content Percentages o/Iocallyproducedcontent

Number Hours (min) Number Hours (min) Number Hours

TVI 839 33312 750 29407 89 88

TV2 695 26312 372 9210 54 35

TV3 917 33925 510 14736 56 43

NTV7 660 30440 224 4764 34 16

Total 3111 123989 1856 58117 60 47

Among the four TV channels studied, the quantitative data shows that TVl has the
most locally produced programmes with 750 out of 839 of total output broadcast.
This is possibly due to the broadcast of morning breakfast talk show Selamat Pagi
Malaysia (Good Morning Malaysia) which has a fOUf hour broadcast time daily. TV3
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